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Jarrod Thornton is mesmerizing,
but Kate Warren doesn't know why.
The moment the new guy walks into the room, Kate senses something strange and intense about him.
Something supernatural. Her instincts are proven correct a few minutes later when, bullied by his classmates,
Jarrod unknowingly conjures up a freak thunderstorm inside their classroom.
Jarrod doesn't believe in the paranormal. When Kate tries to convince him that he has extraordinary powers
that need to be harnessed, he only puts up with her "hocus pocus" notions because he finds her captivating.
However, the dangerous, uncontrolled strengthening of his gift finally convinces Jarrod that he must take
Kate's theories seriously. Together, they embark on a remarkable journey -- one which will unravel the
mystery that has haunted Jarrod's family for generations and pit the teens against immense forces in a battle
to undo the past and reshape the future.
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From reader reviews:
Lori Thomas:
Playing with family within a park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with pals is thing that
usually you will have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try thing that really
opposite from that. One activity that make you not experience tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you have been ride on and with addition details. Even you love Old Magic, you could enjoy both. It
is very good combination right, you still want to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh come on its
mind hangout guys. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its called reading friends.

Laverne Jackson:
The book untitled Old Magic contain a lot of information on it. The writer explains her idea with easy
technique. The language is very straightforward all the people, so do not really worry, you can easy to read
the item. The book was compiled by famous author. The author provides you in the new time of literary
works. You can read this book because you can read on your smart phone, or gadget, so you can read the
book with anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can available their official web-site
along with order it. Have a nice learn.

Barry Whitfield:
Beside that Old Magic in your phone, it might give you a way to get nearer to the new knowledge or
information. The information and the knowledge you will got here is fresh from the oven so don't end up
being worry if you feel like an previous people live in narrow small town. It is good thing to have Old Magic
because this book offers for your requirements readable information. Do you sometimes have book but you
do not get what it's about. Oh come on, that will not happen if you have this in your hand. The Enjoyable
option here cannot be questionable, similar to treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to miss the item?
Find this book and also read it from now!

Salina Rodriguez:
Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you can have
it in e-book way, more simple and reachable. That Old Magic can give you a lot of good friends because by
you considering this one book you have thing that they don't and make an individual more like an interesting
person. This book can be one of one step for you to get success. This e-book offer you information that
might be your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than additional make you to be great men and
women. So , why hesitate? Let me have Old Magic.
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